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My name is Eduardo, but my name was to be
Patrick, because my mother wanted me to call
her that. I was born on February 25, 2001, at
Getúlio Vargas Hospital, in Sapucaia do Sul,
weighing 3600 grams. Today I live in Sapucaia for
5 years, but when I was born I lived in
Cachoeirinha.

It's me!
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I do not have many skills, I just have some
knowledge to play chess, I have a facility in
learning to play electronic games and to be a
good goalkeeper, I can write "Star Wars" with
only 1 hand. I do not know how to make many
varieties of food, just sweet or salty popcorn and
some other things like frying a steak.

I live with my mother and my brothers, my
parents are separated, so I only see my father at
the weekends. I have 3 brothers, 2 boys and 1
girl. My dad has a girlfriend who has two kids, I
really like them, so I consider them familiar too.

I do not have many friends, only those who live
daily in school, at least when I was studying. I
always went to stay at home, not to go out to
play in the street, but I like all the friends I
made in those years at school. I would always
keep in touch with them, they are all part of my
story.
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My hobby is simple, I play on the computer, I
watch videos on Youtube, I watch movies or
series, I switch on my cell phone, I tidy the
house from time to time (usually when I get
tired of doing the things mentioned above).

I particularly like things in the "Geek World",
like Star Wars, Lord of the Rings, any kind of
game, but I also like the classic board games, at
least the ones best known as chess and
checkers, but currently I'm playing Turkish
Checkers which is a very interesting game for
those who like the subject. 

Star Wars is one of the things I like the most,
maybe it's the one I like the most. The whole
universe is very interesting and all the stories
that the saga tells are incredible: the Jedi, the
Sith, the Empire, Star Wars is really very
fascinating. Sometimes I wonder if George Lucas
(Star Wars creator) had already 
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thought of Episodes 1, 2 and 3 before creating 4,
5 and 6, because everything fits perfectly. 

There are few of my favorite foods, I like pizza,
fries and pasta with meat / chicken, besides
eating rice and beans of course. I hate salad, of
all kinds and ways.

My plans for the future are similar to most
people's, home, family, money, legal work, but
deep down I dream of owning a company, maybe
Coca Cola, or else I create my own company. I
also dreamed of being a professional e-sports
player, something that is coming with the
advancement of technology.

If the professional player part goes wrong, I will
study the area of electrical, to study electrical
engineering, or a technical course also turned to
electrical.
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Here are some tips on how to do well in the
interview:
Tip 1: Conduct research on the employer, hiring
manager, and employment opportunity;
It's always good to know who's interviewing you.
Tip 2: Review Common Interview Questions and
Prepare Your Answers;
A good answer at the time of the interview is
always welcome!
Tip 3: Dress for success;
A social shirt is very suitable for going to the
interview.
Tip 4: Arrive on time, relaxed and ready for the
interview;
Arriving on time or even a little early (to get
organized and find the place of the interview) is
always a good tip for those who want to be
employed.
Tip 5: Make good first impressions;
A good impression is critical to impact the
interviewers!


